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Reviewer's report:

1. The questions posed by the authors were well defined
2. The Methods used in the study are appropriate and well described
3. The data collected for analysis are quite sound and good
4. The data shown on tables reflect the data collected as analysed.
5. The manuscript is in order
6. The discussion need to be more elaboration especially the Confidence interval must be clarified so that readers can tell the significance of the values like level of adherence, taken medication for more than three years etc. The conclusion are OK.
7. The limitations of the study are clearly stated
8. The authors have acknowledged those key people who made this work be published.
9. the title and the abstract reflect very well the whole researched work results
10. the work is acceptable with minor correction including some clarifications in the discussion, topographical errors

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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